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Abstract

A beat is a salient periodicity in a music signal. It provides a 

fundamental unit of time and foundation for the temporal 

structure of the music. The significance of beat tracking is that it 

underlies music information retrieval research and provides for 

beat synchronous analysis of music. It has applications in 

segmentation of audio, interactive music accompaniment, cover-

song detection, music similarity, chord estimation and music 

transcription. It is a fundamental signal processing task of 

interest to any company providing information services related to 

music. 

The goal of this project is to implement a beat tracker system and 

to demonstrate the performance with creative output such as, but 

not limited to, drumming, pop music or flickering lights.

Objectives

The designed system performs the following fundamental 

objectives for beat tracking:

• Estimates a global tempo

• Uses the tempo to construct a transition cost function.

• Uses dynamic programming to find the best-scoring set of 

beat times.

The beat tracking system is designed as follows:

• The front-end processing to convert the input audio into the 

onset strength envelope.

• The global tempo estimation which provides the target inter-

beat interval.

Methods & Theory

The goal of the beat tracker is to generate beat times that 

correspond both to perceived onsets in the audio signal at the 

same time as constituting a regular, rhythmic pattern in 

themselves. We can achieve this using the function below:
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Future Work

- Future improvement includes improving the accuracy of 

the system for very fast beats and a mixture of bits, i.e., 

ability to isolate different instruments with various beats 

which are more realistic for current audio signals (i.e., 

music).

- Improvement on the realistic functioning of the system 

(real time beat detection).
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where:

• {ti} = the sequence of N beat instants found by the tracker

• O(t) = an ‘onset strength envelope’ derived from the audio.

• α = a weighting to balance the importance of the two terms.

• = a function that measures the 

consistency between an inter-beat interval  Δt  and the ideal 

beat spacing   τ defined by the target tempo.

A block diagram of the system is as follows:

• Onset detection (steps): Resample input to 8kHz  Calculate 

STFT  Convert to approximate auditory perception  Mel 

spectrogram in db half wave rectification reconstruction, 

filtering and windowing.

• Global tempo Estimate: Estimate time period strength using 

the following functions:

Where W(T) = Gaussian weighting function on a log time axis:

and is the center of the tempo period bias and        controls 

the width of the weighting curve.              
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